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1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    
 

The “Design + Access” statement has been prepared in support of the application for re-development of 

the traditional former farm steading + associated buildings, which conforms with the SPP 2014 

encouraging the re-use of existing farm buildings. 

 

The scheme concerns a currently vacant site which consists of a mixture of farm buildings varying from 

former grain stores, cattle courts, stables + vehicle garaging located near the village of Gifford. 

 

The age + style of the structures varies greatly with some older structures being adapted for modern 

farming methods in the past, there are no listings on the buildings + all vary in condition + overall 

aesthetic quality. 

 

This statement is provided to show the analysis of the historic fabric to ensure that important areas of the 

site are preserved and enhanced as part of the proposal. The buildings vary in overall quality which have 

been identified in the below drawing excerpt: 

 

 
Site structure categories 
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Green – denotes modern steel frame structures dating from circa 1990’s onwards 

Blue – denotes adapted structures dating form 1880’s onwards, all of which have been severely adapted 

to suit modern farming use of large scale wide barns with steel frame + sheeted roofs. 

Purple – denotes largely original 1880-1900’s structures which are in varying stages of condition 

 

To give further clarity the materials of each are as follows: 

 

Green – steel frame structure on concrete pad foundations, concrete/hardcore floors with steel sheeted 

walls + roof. 

Blue – external walls of former structures formed in stone with numerous alterations + intrusions, any 

internal structures have been removed to from wide clear cattle courts. The majority of stonework is in a 

poor condition with the main structural load resting on steel frames. All roofs are formed from varying 

corrugated sheeting materials with earth/stone floors generally throughout. 

Purple – These form traditional narrow span steading structures with natural random stone walling with 

various window/door openings, all vary between single + double storey in height, all except a 2 storey 

section clay pantile structure are finished with natural slate on sarking. 

 

The proposals aim to retain the valuable historic core of the steadings whilst removing the lesser quality 

structures to allow high quality contemporary new build structures aimed to retain the farm steading 

massing as well as complement the retained structures. 

 

The structures ceased being used for every day farm use in the mid 2000’s + had been farmed by the 

applicant’s family continually from 1954 until then, forming the hub of a large mixed farm, which has 

been sold on some time ago + the buildings now have no feasible farming use. 

 

Since then general repairs have been carried out on the building but all except the most modern 

structures are falling in to a low state of disrepair, suffering storm damage over the last 2 years. 

 

2222.00 .00 .00 .00 Context Context Context Context     
    
2222.01 .01 .01 .01 ContextContextContextContext    ----    SurroundingSurroundingSurroundingSurrounding    AreaAreaAreaArea/Setting/Setting/Setting/Setting    

The site is located around 3 miles from the East Lothian village of Gifford + 20 miles from Edinburgh 

within mixed arable/pastoral farmland. The steading itself nestles into the landscape + adjoining 

domestic housing, forming a traditional representation of an evolved farm steading mirroring that of 

several nearby working farms. 

 

The site is bounded to the North + West by pastoral farmland, to the East by the former Longnewton 

Farmhouse + its densely planted garden + the South by the unnamed Kidilaw-Longyester public road. 

 

The existing buildings on the site vary greatly in age + quality. The overall footprints of the majority of 

structures date from circa 1890’s (noted on OS Envirocheck 1894 map). Whether any of these predate 

this is unknown though based on the form + quality of structure it is expected that any forms prior to this 

would have been rebuilt, with several of the current building styles dating from around 1880-1890.  

 

As previously noted a large section of these buildings have been adapted + modernised with only 

sections of external walls predating circa 1960’s (highlighted on OS Envirocheck 1967 map) still being 

present, the vast majority of these are in very low condition. 
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Longnewton farm 1894 

Source: Landmark Envirocheck 

Longnewton Farm 1904 

Source: Landmark Envirocheck 

Longnewton farm 1967 

Source: Landmark Envirocheck 
Longnewton farm 1994 

Source: Landmark Envirocheck 
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2222.02 Context .02 Context .02 Context .02 Context ––––    Site HistorySite HistorySite HistorySite History        

  
The site has been a known developed cluster of buildings in farm use since 1854 this developed into a 

large scale farming concern, coming under estate ownership + providing both arable + pastoral farming 

with the main supply chain serving the city of Edinburgh + local network of traders. 

 

The farm + its associated buildings remained in estate ownership until 1954 when the Whiteford family 

took over the running + thereafter ownership. The Whiteford family further developed the cluster of 

buildings making a number of the noted changes to accommodate modern farming methods, with the 

farm passing from generation to generation. 

 

On the retiral of our clients who were the final farming members of the family the farmland was sold in the 

mid 2000’s with the farm buildings being retained along with a section of pastoral/grazing land. 

 

A Full Planning application was submitted in 2006 to redevelop the overall site into 16 units, primarily 

using sections of the original structures as anchor points with additions + conversions.  

 

Since this time the site has been marketed with no interest due to the overall conversion costs 

associated with the existing building group, there have been a marked degradation of the structures 

since this time due to weather damage, our clients have attempted to repair + upgrade these but the 

structures are now failing + becoming unsafe to repair, as illustrated below: 

 

 
Elevation to retained unit 9 2006 Elevation to retained unit 9 2018 

Elevation to retained unit 7 2006 Elevation to retained unit 7 2018 
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Elevation to retained unit 8,9 2006 Elevation to retained unit 8,9 2018 

 
The analysis plan below refers to the importance of the structures within the context of the site + 

surrounding area; it is clear though the buildings have differing ages that either the actual structure or 

aesthetic form provides a greater understanding of the site evolution. 

Looking in more detail it is clear that depending on the structure limited original features of  1) remain or 

as with building 2) have been altered over the period of time.  

 

 
Site analysis plan 

 

Blue – structure of high importance 

Green – structure of medium importance 

Brown – structures of low quality/importance 
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3333.00 .00 .00 .00 StructureStructureStructureStructure    
 

The mixed condition of the structures are self-evident + listed in the structural report supplied by CRA 

Structural Engineers this balanced with low quality + damaged finishes result in sections of building 

which cannot be feasibly re-used.  

 

3333.01 External Features.01 External Features.01 External Features.01 External Features    
 

Elevation to retained unit 7,8,9 2018    Elevation to existing stables cattle court to be demolished 2018 

Elevation to retained unit 7 2018 Elevation to section of unit 8 to be re-built 2018 

Internal of cattle court/stables to be demolished 2018 Elevation of unit 1 to be retained + refurbished 2018 

 

 

    3333.02 Internal Features.02 Internal Features.02 Internal Features.02 Internal Features    
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The internal fabric mirrors that of the external with a simple functional structure of mixed stone/concrete 

uneven floors forming the ground floor base  

 

Walls are a continuation of the random coursed natural stone again to mixed levels of condition + 

quality. 

    

 
Internal wall between existing stables + 

cattle court to be demolished 2018 

 
Internal of cattle courts to be removed 

2018 

 
Internal of cattle court to be removed 

2018 

 
Existing internal valley + rafters of structure to be removed 2018 Existing sections of building to be removed 2018 

 

4444.00 .00 .00 .00 DemolitiDemolitiDemolitiDemolition + Regeneration of Surrounding on + Regeneration of Surrounding on + Regeneration of Surrounding on + Regeneration of Surrounding 

AreasAreasAreasAreas    
 

As part of the overall scheme it is proposed to demolish the modern structures along with those seen as 

being structurally unstable leaving the aesthetically valuable core of steadings with the aim to create a 

setting that both regenerates the area but also ensures that the traditional farm steading aesthetic, mass 

+ form are retained. 

 

The initial works to remove the current structures raises the issue of both safety + protection of retained 

structures, this will be carried out by means of a 2 phase demolition plan which will be taken forward to 

the Construction Phase Health + Safety Plan. 

 

The “site” as a whole including all buildings will be secured off + made safe prior to any demolitions. 
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Initially a site hoarding will be constructed to secure the site as below demolition plan. 

 

It is proposed to carry out phase 1 of the demolition works by removing all structures that have been 

significantly adapted + in low levels of construction as well as removal of the modern structures to clear 

the development space as follows: 

 

 

 

Phase 1 

 

Roof –   strip existing slate/tile roof my hand exposing roof structure below 

Carefully cut roof structure into sections for controlled mechanical removal by hi-ab or 

similar. 

Walls -  Following removal main sections of walls + structure all to be removed in sections by 

mechanical grabber + limited manual removal.  

Sections of structure within 5m of retained structures to be carefully removed by hand + 

manual labour to reduce any possible damage by mechanical operations. All to be 

removed to ground level + laid aside for re-sure on new structures. 

Protection -  On completion of the noted works hoarding to be extended to all exposed Boundaries 

to correlate a clear exclusion zone from any site works or traffic. 

 

Phase 2  

Demolitions will then take place including the demolition of the large industrial units, 

again this will be removed in sections from the specialist removal of the roofing material 

to the structure. All site works will be restricted for safe removal. 

 

 

 
Fig 9: demolition plan to surrounding areas. 

 
Only on completion of the above works would any controlled works be carried out on the retained 

structures. It is imperative that works on these buildings should be carried out in a controlled + concise 
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manner to ensure maximum protection not only form site works is carried out but also for the elements 

protecting the materials internally. 

 

The 1st phase of this would be the removal of the roof finishes as follows: 

 

Asbestos Where present, to be removed by specialist contractor, work to be carried out from 

hydraulic platform such as cherry picker + fully scaffolded internally + externally 

allowing access to all areas of roof structure + protecting the internal frames. 

Slates/Tiles All roof slates/tiles to be carefully removed + stacked on site for re-use on completion 

of works, sample slate to be removed prior to any works to agree suitable matching 

slate with planning authority. 

 

On reformation of the roof + protection of the structure all openings will be secured from 

weather + birds to allow a controlled conversion of the buildings in a phased manner. 

 

5555.00 .00 .00 .00 Design ImpactDesign ImpactDesign ImpactDesign Impact    
    
5555.01 External Fabric.01 External Fabric.01 External Fabric.01 External Fabric    

Conceptually, the scheme proposed has been considered in terms of limiting the effect on the retained 

courtyards whilst including the traditional courtyard forms throughout the new build sections, overall 

looking to return it to useful life. The mix of conversion + new build units is seen as the best viable 

proposal for the site to be redeveloped + the buildings of value retained for future use.   

 

It is imperative that the significance of the retained structures is not undermined by the proposed 

adjoining buildings, by retaining the clear sightlines + courtyard appearance along with intertwining farm 

style tracks linking all sections we feel that the overall former farm structures will be further enhanced. 

 

The formation of the traditional footprint “steading style of units 2 + 3 provide a cornerstone to the site + 

with the use of high farm walling at the main entrance to the site close off the vistas form the main public 

road using traditional farm forms to integrate this with the retained units of 1,7, 8 + 9. 

 

This further links on via a low impact track to a small walled court area with linking driveways to units 4, 5 

+ 6 set within mixed berry hedged plots allowing the properties to be landscaped into the overall 

development in the lowest impact corner of the site, hidden by the mass of the main structures on the 

roadside. 

 
Visual of proposed courtyard form integrating built form + soft landscaping 
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5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02 External RoofExternal RoofExternal RoofExternal Roof 

It is proposed that all roofs will be formed to traditional pitches with a mixture of natural slate to all main 

roofs with subservient roofs finished in standing seam zinc, all will be finished with skewed ends finished 

in a mixture of natural stone + lead caps (depending on the adjoining wall finishes) 

 

5.03 5.03 5.03 5.03 External WallsExternal WallsExternal WallsExternal Walls    

All existing walls should be dressed back + re-built where required + repointed with lime mortar to 

match the existing structures. 

 

All new walls are to be finished as shown with a mixture of the following: 

Natural stone – reclaimed from demolished structures to be built in random form to match existing 

walling forming deep reveals to all openings (150-200mm) + lime pointed, all walls where stopped 

before eaves level to be capped with precoloured steel capping to match windows/doors. 

Timber Cladding – all cladding to be formed as shown with 60mm open jointed larch cladding formed 

with stainless steel nails in measured rows. 

Render – new sections of render to be in precoloured k-rend or equal scraped finish to provide backdrop 

contrast to timber + stone. 

 

5.04 5.04 5.04 5.04 DoorsDoorsDoorsDoors    + Windows+ Windows+ Windows+ Windows    

All new windows + doors are to be high performance double glazed units with frames pre-finished to 

agreed “estate” colour, all to forms + styles shown. It is proposed to maintain the character of the 

existing buildings + extenuate the opening rather than the infill of glazing to recess all windows + 

screens back into the new insulated frame, this both improves the thermal performance of the building + 

also exposes the full 550mm depth of flat stone reveal to each opening. Selected windows are proposed 

to have fixed timber louvres fixed to the external, both to provide privacy to neighbouring properties + to 

reduce the impact of large glazed sections on the overall development aesthetic, using a traditional farm 

steading form to do so. 

 

 

 

1. New insulated internal leaf 

2. New painted double glazed window  

3. 550mm external stone jamb 

 

Fig 10: proposed window jamb detail. 
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1. Hardwood timber fixed louvres 

2. Natural stone walling 

3. New painted double glazed window  

 

 

5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 RooflightsRooflightsRooflightsRooflights    

Each rooflight has been positioned to create maximum benefit to the internal space, this has been 

balanced against the external character + form of the buildings, they have been located to match the 

pattern already created by the existing openings of the existing buildings. 

 

The rooflights are proposed to be “rooflight company” or equal conservation style rooflights ensuring the 

frame profiles are thinner than standard + inserted into the roof with low profile flashings to set the 

rooflight down level with the surrounding slates. 

    

Rainwater GoodsRainwater GoodsRainwater GoodsRainwater Goods    

It is apparent that some buildings originally may not have been furnished with rainwater goods though 

have since been fitted with cast iron semi elliptical rainwater goods, we propose to re-fit the whole roof 

with painted cast iron guttering + downpipes as the roof structure is not interrupted we aim to retain 

single rainwater drops so not to leave the facades cluttered by services. 

 

Entrance Entrance Entrance Entrance CanopyCanopyCanopyCanopy    

 

 

1. Folded seam Zinc cladding 

2. Painted steel c section to outer edges 

3. Zinc zladding 

4. Double galzed window/door screen 

5. Natural stone wall 
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DormersDormersDormersDormers    

 

    

1. Standing seam Zinc cladding 

2. Folded seam zinc cladding 

3. Zinc zladding 

4. Double galzed window/door screen 

 

7777.00.00.00.00    Restoration + MaterialsRestoration + MaterialsRestoration + MaterialsRestoration + Materials    

 

The overall appearance as noted in previous sections creates the intrinsic value of the building with the 

external + internal holding differing but equally important values. 

 

As previously detailed the palette of materials proposed are aimed at retaining rather than altering the 

structure overall. 

 

For simplicity each sections + materials are listed, this list covers the main elements of structure: 

 

Roof     natural slate –  re-use existing where suitable 

    Source approved replacement matching clay tiles to all areas 

    Haunching to be strong mix NHL lime mix 

Rooflights   Rooflight company or equal conservation rooflights with recessed 

flashing kit, all in black. 

Walls (external)  defective + cementicions pointing to be removed + localised 

lime/shail pointing to be carried out to match original, creating 

continual finish in material + colour. 

Walls (internal)   Existing walls to be framed internally to create insulated fabric, existing 

walls to remain intact + unaltered behind, no skirting’s or architraves. 

Roof (internal)  Existing ceilings to be framed infilled internally to create insulated 

fabric, existing walls to remain intact + unaltered behind 

Ground Floor Existing uneven floors removed with minimal sub base, new insulated 

concrete floor formed  

Windows + doors fully glazed screens + opening sections, all finished with double 

glazing + painted timber frames in estate colour 
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8.00 Conclusion8.00 Conclusion8.00 Conclusion8.00 Conclusion    

 

We have focuses the design + proposed structures + new materials to ensure the structure though 

being proposed to be domestic would ensure the structure still gives the story of “form, function + use”  

providing a simple design that retains the original farm steading feel to be retained. 

 

We feel that through the preceding analysis + reviewing all current policy + guidance that the overriding 

benefits to bring a cluster of derelict + building under risk back into use + provide long term security for 

the structure by the minimalist alterations we have demonstrated that this will provide “less than 

substantial harm” to the area + enhance the existing structures utilising it as a main cornerstone + 

feature to the larger regeneration of the full site.   
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9999.00 .00 .00 .00 SupportingSupportingSupportingSupporting    InformationInformationInformationInformation    
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